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So I have a favourite question I ask of audiences when I speak, and it's my pleasure to 

be here this morning, did you all get a good night's rest, in this time zone.  So I know 

it's a challenge.  So as a researcher I always like to find out what's happening.  So how 

many of you are awake?  Oh man, well over half anyway that's good, okay.  Even 

Dom is awake that's good. 

Okay, so we are going to get started this morning. And our topic now is managing 

mobility beyond BYOD to BYOC bring your own cloud another issue.  Everybody is 

-- even development departments are getting their own cloud independent of IT.  So I 

would like to introduce the panel, and on the far end is John Marshall, Senior VP and 

GM of AirWatch by VMware, welcome John. And John what are you -- why are you 

involved in this panel and BYOD, why is it important to you?  And briefly what does 

AirWatch do? And how rich are you now? 

John Marshall 

I'll defer on the last one. 

Michael Howard 

You don't have to answer the last one. 
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John Marshall 

So we are here because obviously BYOD is critical and its extending onto laptops and 

onto peripherals and lots of different elements, and we see a true convergence 

especially as I think about the next generation of apps and the business to employee 

and the business to everyone apps that are really coming and that's driving more the 

BYOD or bring your own laptop infrastructure.  So part of the integration and part of 

the reason that we are together now with VMware is the synergy because its moving 

to desktops and PCs and Macs and 8.1 and beyond, so we really see a synergy 

between laptops, Smartphone's, tablets and in the very near future wearable's and 

everything else. So I think there is a lot of excitement coming [for it]. 

Michael Howard 

Cool. And then Erik Papir is the Worldwide Director of Technical Marketing at HP. 

Erik Papir 

Yes, so specifically on the HP side as Dom just mentioned on the previous panel that 

one of the four megatrends that's going on is mobility, so clearly even broader my 

focus is HP networking but even broader HP is heavily focused in the mobility space 

and that covers a lot of different areas. And in the networking area we are heavily 

involved in BYOX solutions. 

Michael Howard 

Cool.  And Manish Rai is VP of Marketing at Meru. 

Manish Rai 

Yes, as you know we are getting more and more wireless devices coming into 

enterprise and the primary mode of connection for any mobile device or internet of 

everything as people are saying, even the kettles can chat now, so more and more 

infrastructure needed to support these devices. And more importantly people are 

looking for greater intelligence.  How do I define policies and enforce those policies 

and control the influx of these devices into the network. 

Michael Howard 

Challenging.  So then Vittorio Viarengo, VP of Marketing and Products at MobileIron. 

Vittorio Viarengo 

Yes, at MobileIron we are the [currently] regarded the largest leader in -- independent 

leader in enterprise (inaudible) management. And the reason why we are interested in 

BYOD is we think it's one of the main [new] cases of something much bigger which 

is basically the world is going mobile first, enterprises the world over are embracing 

mobility as the primary platform for their employees and their customers.  And I 

actually was at [BY] until two years ago and I really joined MobileIron because I 
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wanted to be in the middle of the mobile vortex from a pure play perspective, so I got 

what I wanted. 

Michael Howard 

So I want to ask, before I give my few slide remarks, I can tell -- or we all know 

where HP's name came from a garage in nearby Palo Alto here. I think it's a national 

landmark or something. 

Erik Papir 

It is. 

Michael Howard 

And I think AirWatch your name [connotes] what your involved in but Manish Meru 

what does that mean and how is it related to what you're doing? 

Manish Rai 

I believe it's -- the name was derived based on a mythical mountain in Hindu 

mythology, so the founders some of them they are from Indian origin and they came 

up with this name. And I think wireless in the early days was like a big mountain and 

challenge for people to overcome and that's where the name originates. 

Michael Howard 

Cool. And I think on our panel here we'll find that there's still challenges to surmount. 

And I see that in your logo there is a mountain.  And MobileIron, iron connotes 

something heavy and solid and hardware but what's mobile on it? 

Vittorio Viarengo 

Actually we do [software] but its funny the way names are born sometimes is a 

combination of finding the right names and available domain, so at the intersection of 

those two I think its MobileIron, its mobile.  Our founders saw that mobility was 

becoming the primary platform very, very early so they wanted that in the name. And 

then they wanted to convey a sense of security and stability and enterprise readiness 

and that's where the name came from and the domain was available. 

Michael Howard 

But MobileIron is a software company. 

Vittorio Viarengo 

Yes. 

Michael Howard 

Okay. And how many people are in your company? 
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Vittorio Viarengo 

We are 650 people right now. 

Michael Howard 

Great. And in Meru how big? 

Manish Rai 

About 400 people. 

Michael Howard 

HP we know is tens of thousands. 

Erik Papir 

Hundreds of thousands. 

Michael Howard 

But do you know a number of how many are involved in mobility, but maybe 

mobility --. 

Erik Papir 

It's tough to accurately say mobility because there are so many different parts of HP 

that touch mobility. 

Michael Howard 

Yes, but hundreds and maybe thousands anyway.  And John what about your 

company? 

John Marshall 

We have about 1,700 purely within the AirWatch family and now as part of the bigger 

one, I think that pushes it to over 16,000 with VMware. 

Michael Howard 

That's a few.  Okay, so could we -- I have control, okay.  So I have a couple of -- a 

few slides with data that relates to our topic of course, so this data from our research 

of enterprises is measuring wireless devices and the numbers are growing over time 

you can see easily.  Smartphone's are doubling by the number of Smartphone's being 

used in enterprises.  This is an average number per enterprise.  So the actual numbers 

don't matter so much as the trend itself.   

So are they finding their way into enterprise networks?  Absolutely, I pushed the 

wrong button, so the answer is yes. And so here you can see we red lined mobile 

phones and tablet, but if you look at all of the numbers the mobile devices are 

growing the fastest of all devices, actually desktops, number of desktops on average 
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among the companies we surveyed is going down over time whereas the number of 

mobile devices are growing the fastest.  A third of the devices today inside of 

enterprises, this is the North American data, are mobile and a half by 2014. And the 

number of devices per user is going up.  I think we can all relate to that.  And 

[potential] challenges that, your companies are trying to solve.  And the device 

ownership is changing, so we asked enterprises do you allow, bring your own device. 

And yes. 

The interesting, one of the interesting facts here is that the majority allow employees 

to bring their own devices and only 25% of the enterprises that we surveyed said they 

don't.  How do you stop it?  Their employees do, they don't allow it but it happens 

anyway. So there is a lot of motivations for bring your own device. There is no clear 

favourite it's interesting to see all of these different strategies for bring your own 

device among enterprises but there is no big one that stands out there's a lot of them. 

So the top one just barely is to deal with rapid advances in technology, that sounds 

like it makes sense but really I think one of the key drivers for BYOD control is the 

fact that the professional staff and the executives are the top BYOD users. So you can 

imagine an executive coming in, bringing their phone, they want to use it to access the 

enterprise data and their IT department says no, I don't think so on the basics of it. 

Okay, so with that I want to ask the panel the first question, it's kind of -- and we are 

going to open the questioning to the audience in a little bit. But first what are you 

seeing, each one of you seeing, maybe John we'll start with you.  What is happening 

in enterprises? What are the challenges? What do they want to achieve with managing 

the BYODs?  What are the problems? So what are the effects on the IT department? 

What are the effects on the users as well?  And then what are the effects on your 

company?  So that's not like one question its 10. 

John Marshall 

We only have a short time today, so there's a lot in there.  I'll take a little bit and then 

let the rest of the panel jump in.  Clearly from the overall adoption we are still 

struggling a little bit in the industry with governance and security and privacy 

constraints that are out there, and those are evolving quite quickly but still there is a 

perception that BYOD is kind of a one size fits all and I think what we are seeing in 

more organisations is there is different levels of BYOD now. And there is a BYOD 

what does it mean for an executive versus what does it mean for maybe a store 

associate or somebody in the middle. And I think early on BYOD was really binary, 

you do it or you don't. And we are seeing now people adopting it in smaller ways. 

What it means for the individual is it means perhaps better access to tools to allow 

them to do their job better and have the preferred tools.  And my analogy I always like 

to talk about is when I grew up people have a Ford Taurus that they drove and that 

was their company car, and the governance and the regulations and the case law 

wasn't there to allow individuals to really drive the car they wanted and now that 

evolved over the last 15 or 20 years, and so that's going to happen in mobile as well. 
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On the IT side I think certainly it's creating challenges but it's also creating 

opportunities. And the companies that we've seen that have adopted the foundational 

elements over the last couple of years meaning they've invested in their wireless 

infrastructure, they've invested in perhaps certificate infrastructure, and some of the 

foundational elements are in a much better position now to be able to offer BYOD and 

integrate it to the infrastructure. 

Michael Howard 

Cool. Erik? 

Erik Papir 

Yes, so definitely agree with John in a lot of the points that he just made.  One of the 

things from a governance perspective is just really that's been a fun part of it as well. 

And I think from a user perspective this is one of those interesting scenarios where the 

users do have choices and they can bring whatever they want into the office. And 

whatever the last birthday or Christmas gift they got comes right in and is expected to 

be able to be used on the network. 

So it's obviously -- its a different scenario than old IT, so its presenting some 

headaches for the IT groups within enterprises but at the same time, as John 

mentioned, if people are investing properly in the wireless infrastructure and also 

investing in the proper wireless management and mobility management tools to be 

able to make the process simpler and easier, Dom mentioned in the previous panel 

about simplification, this is one of the areas where simplification is key. 

For a user if you give the user an easy way to get on to the corporate network with 

their own personal device they're going to follow it.  If you make it difficult and it's 

not a simple process they are just going to find ways around it.  So I think one of the 

key things is simplifying it for the user, but also from an IT management perspective 

providing those tools to be able to manage the infrastructure. 

Michael Howard 

Manish, yesterday you said -- what was the statement you said, you said most -- 

majority of enterprise access is wireless for enterprise applications so what was that 

statement? 

Manish Rai 

Absolutely, I think we've started seeing a shift after the iPad came on the market, so 

the Christmas after iPad came we started getting calls saying now I suddenly have 

budget to deploy everywhere. When the CEO brings that iPad to work he wants 

coverage and the budget's started appearing. And pretty soon after that it's been non-

stop, because we went from coverage and the next issue was no longer coverage do I 

have the capacity to support all the devices I have?  And enterprises then started 

looking at shifting budgets from wired to wireless because if they do the port 
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utilisation on the wired network they find many of the wired ports are no longer being 

used. 

So today the challenge is, the next step was how do I on-board these devices, they are 

no longer one-off requests from the Executive Management I have every employee 

bringing them.  So that's the problem we were asked to solve and some of our 

colleagues are solving on that, how do you on-board the devices. 

And now the next phase is having more intelligence in the network because people 

want visibility, they want to identify what are the classes of devices showing up on 

the network, look at the inventory of them.  They want to know what applications 

people are using.  What are the ones driving capacity constraints. And then look at the 

full context on the user, device, application, location, time of day and define and 

enforce policy.  So we are being asked to build that level of intelligence in our 

networks to be able to support a holistic view and holistic policy enforcement across 

the enterprise. 

Michael Howard 

Cool, Vittorio what are the problems that you're attacking with your software? 

Vittorio Viarengo 

So I think that looking at BYOD on its own and focusing on security and the 

[problems] is short-sighted, because I think we have an opportunity to look at history 

and look at mobility as the biggest opportunity for innovation that we've had since the 

web. Think about when the web happened. In the beginning everybody was running 

around how do I put up a website?  Is it going to be secure?  Do I have my brochure 

my address over there? And initially we didn’t see that it was becoming the platform 

for applications.  And what are applications? Applications are business processes its 

how we are productive in the enterprise as employees.   

So I think right now companies are on a journey.  The early state of journey is holy 

crap what do I do about all these devices coming in, how do I secure them and how do 

I provide them with the simplest business processes which is email. But the 

innovative companies are looking at how am I going to keep my competitive spot by 

giving my employees and my customers the ability to carry out that business process 

through an application on a mobile device. And I think there will be a lot of winners 

out there in the market that will see this as an opportunity. 

And on the technology side I think the technology is there.  Whether you choose us or 

one of our competitors the technology is there.  The biggest challenge I see is a 

cultural challenge within IT to start to go from saying no to saying yes, yes we want 

to enable that. And also in terms of what are the policies in terms of privacy and trust 

that you need to give to your employees. Employees think that once you enable your 

BYOD and you put an [NPL] profile on that device so you can see their private email 

message, you can see their pictures, you can see their SMS. That's not true, you 

cannot do that. And so having the policies in place and making that cultural 
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transformation within IT is one, I think, of the key components (inaudible) technology 

that we all provide. 

Michael Howard 

Cool.  So I'm going to only ask one more question and then we'll open it to the 

audience, and that is Vittorio we'll start with you. Same question though, how does 

SDN play here?  We see SDNs not prevalent at all in the enterprise, however HP has 

some customers, it's starting, it will -- as enterprises learn more and more about it. 

And I don't mean in the data centre I mean in the enterprise network.  But how do you 

see SND playing here and your role in it? 

Vittorio Viarengo 

So we don't play [the rack role] in SDN.  What we do though we work with the SDN 

providers, because as things move into softer we are [very in synch] with what 

happens in the network.  The network management providers need to be able to assess 

the posture assure what's going on in a device. They don't have a footprint on the 

device.  

So we expose APIs in our management server whether it is in the cloud or on [PRAM] 

that allows companies like HP and others to [clearly ask to say], okay I know, I have 

information about the IP and what's going on at the packet level and the network level, 

MobileIron tell me what's going on, on that device.  Is that user an employee or a 

guest?  Is that person running malicious software on the device?  What type of 

application are installed on that device? So we basically can augment the information 

that the network has with the information about the device and what's going on there 

so that you can [sit] as an IT organisation very sophisticated policies across network 

and the device and the applications. 

Michael Howard 

Manish. 

Manish Rai 

Well SDN so far has primarily been adopted in the data centre environment and the 

reason was the value proposition was very strong, you have massive infrastructure, 

tonnes of equipment and if you can have cost savings by opening it up and 

orchestrating across this massive infrastructure there will be massive cost savings.  In 

the enterprise the challenges SDN has primarily played on the wired side while the 

edge of the network is primarily wireless and the wireless vendors have not 

participated in the SDN phenomena so far. 

And Meru is making industry-leading commitment to SDN.  We have made a 

commitment to open up north-bound and south-bound APIs in our wireless controllers 

and access points to support centralised policy enforcement, end-to-end unified 

management and we feel we are at the early edge of this adoption.  
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Today, as some of the others mentioned, there is one big networking vendor that 

dominates enterprise space. And if you buy everything from that vendor you have 

end-to-end visibility and control. But very few companies today buy from one vendor.  

You have five, six, seven vendors and it's a challenge to define and enforce policies 

across this infrastructure. And I think we'll see in the next few years by committing to 

SDN we'll be able to make the edge more software defined and allow IT to be more 

(inaudible). 

Michael Howard 

A multi-vendor.  Erik, so I know you're going to talk about your enterprise.  We wrote 

last year about there are only two companies in the world that have publicly 

announced enterprise applications for SDN and that was NEC and HP. And the two 

principal applications were security and multi-tenancy being able to separate groups. 

Erik Papir 

Yes, so we've been -- at HP we've been doing a lot of -- the one vendor that Manish is 

referring to we've been doing a lot to make them uncomfortable from an SDN 

perspective. And so we have been on the forefront of SDN not just talking about it but 

actually doing it. And so many of you were at the event that we had in Singapore back 

in December and you heard from Greg Bell, he was the opening keynote from Ballarat 

Grammar School in Australia, and he was just one example of how we are using SDN 

in a mobility world.  

And so the application that he's using allows him and really the students, they bring 

all these devices we've been talking about these random mobile devices, tablets, the 

problem is these students, and it could be employees of companies we just pick on 

students more, are bringing in these devices.  And after a summer of fun at home who 

knows what's on the devices. So one of the things in the mobility world that's really a 

challenge is security on those devices and what websites people are going to. 

So we have developed an SDN application that allows basically leveraging OpenFlow 

and leveraging SDN, allows us to leverage our TippingPoint Rep DV database which 

is basically gives us IPS, IDS type functionality right at the mobile device, and allows 

us to be able to check DNS queries and see what websites people are going to. And if 

it's a site that's in our database that's out in the cloud, our cloud database of all these 

bad sites, we will block it before it happens, so this is --. 

Michael Howard 

Wait, wait let me translate. So what I got out of the -- what the school really wanted to 

do was during class time they didn’t want the students using WhatsApp, Facebook, 

texting so they wanted the students to pay attention in class so they cut off access to 

all of those good apps. 
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Erik Papir 

And that's part of the benefit that Greg has seen is really the flexibility literally sitting 

at a console and being able to control all that. So it's really -- its served him really in 

two -- its kind of dual purpose for him, but the part that's for the broader enterprise 

and for most of our customers is the ability that when somebody brings a tablet, 

brings a mobile device in they get authenticated properly, we identify that device but 

then most importantly that when we look where -- somebody tries to go to a bad site 

we actually block that before it happens. And that's all enabled via SDN. 

And one thing, one last thing is just from an SDN perspective this application is just 

one.  We've announced that we will have an enterprise SDN app store. So these are 

the types of applications that you're going to see in that store. And many of them 

going forward will be mobility focused. 

Michael Howard 

So, probably in the school all of the network access was via wireless, certainly all the 

students were. 

Erik Papir 

Yes, and leveraging SDN, an SDN application it's all coming back through obviously 

the network. But as we've been talking about here today SDN is not data -- SDN and 

data centre are not synonymous this is just one good example of us leveraging SDN in 

the campus and branch networks. 

Michael Howard 

And I think Ericsson has pointed out many times that 70% of the wireless traffic 

comes from indoors, and a lot of those indoor's are public spaces but even more are 

enterprise indoors.  John? 

John Marshall 

If you think about it, back to the points earlier, mobile is about apps and productivity 

and workflow and that requires horsepower in the backend and that requires 

horsepower to run those apps and serve those apps. And with virtualisation enterprises 

now can do that on the server side very quickly in an hour, a half-hour a couple of 

buttons, you can spin up new servers to run apps and to deploy apps and to improve 

that workflow. 

The challenge for most companies is then the spend hours and days and weeks going 

through the change management on the network side of the equation and making all 

that work and going through change management boards and approvals and manual 

touch points etc that I'm sure have been addressed over the last couple of days. So if 

you really think about BYOD flexibility driving workflow -- driving new apps that 

pop up out of nowhere and then being able to serve up the horsepower to run that, the 

balance here and where things come together is driving that flexibility to make it easy 

to deploy all that without days and weeks and months of change management on the 
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network side of the equation.  If you could do things just as fast on that side as you 

can setting up a new server then all of a sudden you have a lot more flexibility to run 

that whole virtual infrastructure and that whole app and workflow infrastructure. 

In terms of our role in this I think coming together with VMware certainly it's a key 

component for them, but I also applaud the fact that they've embraced the open 

standards and the open stack and those types of elements as well.  So just like 

anybody we'll have API touch points but we'll also have the opportunity to do some 

more clever integration down the road. 

Michael Howard 

Cool. Audience questions, here we go. 

Bob Emmerson, TMCNet 

I'm still [Bob Emmerson] and I'm still a freelance writer, I'm open to offers.  The -- 

when I saw the title here it had like bring your own cloud and I'd never ever heard of 

bring your own cloud and I had no idea what was meant but you didn’t talk about it. 

Michael Howard 

Anybody want to answer. 

John Marshall 

I brought some rain from Atlanta I think.  I think in the big picture what we are seeing, 

and I don't know if this exactly addresses it, but we are seeing this real flexible hybrid 

approach where based on the app, the business, the collaboration, cross-company 

collaboration there is all kinds of elements that will come together whether it's a 

dedicated private cloud, some shared cloud infrastructure, a little bit of Amazon Web 

Service.   

So I think organisationally in the past you always thought about one element of all 

that infrastructure being provided from, I think now based on the application, the 

company collaboration, the third parties involved you're going to have different 

clouds that you pull data from, and all of those will have some different policies and 

integration touch points.  I'm not exactly sure if that addresses your question. 

But we see scenarios everyday where people want flexibility, and they even want to 

specify their own cloud locally where content is stored.  So if your sharing and 

collaborating in content and you're in the UK you might want to specify that all that 

content stays only in the UK cloud versus maybe if the rest of your infrastructure is 

hosted out of the US. So we are seeing a lot more specifics around how some of that is 

defined. 

Bob Emmerson 

Yes that explains it.  I had this rather peculiar idea like bring your own device which 

is a physical thing in your hand and then bring my own cloud, how do I do that I 
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haven’t got a cloud in my hand so that's what confused me.  But I understood your 

explanation thank you. 

Vittorio Viarengo 

I think one of the best examples of bring your own cloud is content sharing and 

synching like Dropbox and Box.net and all this and our approach there is I think there 

are days where IT can mandate what people will use to do that what kind of cloud 

private or public they are going to use are over. There are some, maybe some 

healthcare and financial service environment where they can still be able to do it, but 

for the most part you need to embrace whatever the [user] are coming in, and so what 

we are focusing on is enabling our ecosystem.   

And at the end of the day how does that content appear on the device? It's through an 

app. And so that's where we are working with these partners to make sure that the data 

within that app that belongs to a company is secure and doesn’t leak into external 

applications. 

Michael Howard 

Another question here. 

Hans Steeman, Telecommagazine 

My name is Hans Steeman - also a freelance writer.  Looking at bring your own 

device there are three main platforms in use that are vendors phone, IOS from Apple 

and Android phone Google.  Looking from the risk perspective I think that Android is 

by far the most sensitive platform but still most of the corporate users are using 

Android.  Why is that happening? Because if you are really keen on security you 

should advice the corporate to use a secure platform. 

Michael Howard 

Who wants to take that first? 

Vittorio Viarengo 

So the question is what is the role of Android and how it's going to be secured over 

time.  [IOS] has started in terms of security and really thinking that through and 

exposed the right APIs, but I think now what's happening is two things. In Android 

and in the consumers have 80% of the marketplace and they are bring -- they are 

coming into the enterprise.  We see now that most of our customers now do use 

Android. And then you see -- Android is a little challenging because there is 

fragmentation where you see companies like Samsung now providing more secure 

APIs with NOX and [Safe] which we embrace and so do our competitors. 

I think what we see in terms of platforms out there is IOS, Android and I think Google 

will have at some point to step up and do something to make a little more standardised 

way of securing data platform.  In the meantime there is job security for us and 

AirWatch and others. 
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And then the third platform which is emerging really fast I think is Windows Phone, 

especially in Europe, South America it is the second platform right now in the 

consumer world. And they have an advantage I think from a platform perspective 

because they can manage the fragmentation.  So we are very committed to that 

platform as well. 

Manish Rai 

From an infrastructure perspective we are seeing two things, one is they want all these 

devices to connect to a secure network so how do you push securely profiles for WiFi 

through the infrastructure, make sure they are secure coming on board. And the 

second thing is many times moving security to the application layer because a lot of 

applications are in the cloud and it's hard to manage security on the device in this 

BYOD world.   

So the more security you can put at the application level out there and make sure and 

minimise the amount of data stored on the device, and that's another way of looking at 

things rather than trying to continue to control the device and what's on the device re-

thinking the security paradigm. 

Vittorio Viarengo 

I want to make something very clear; Android can be made secure in the enterprise 

with a proper EMM platform on the backend absolutely. 

Michael Howard 

You know it sounds like --. 

Vittorio Viarengo 

Yes, customers are doing it. 

Michael Howard 

I'd like to thank the panel.  Thanks for your questions. 

 

 

[End] 


